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Who owns the worlds listed 
companies? 
 
How many listed companies are there across the world? 
Approximately 41,000 at the end of 2017. What is their market cap? 
About US$ 84 trillion, the same as global GDP that year. Where are 
these companies listed? 10% by number, and 36% by market cap 
are listed in the US. Asia accounts for the largest number 57%, and 
37% of market cap. Exclude Japan, China, and other advanced Asian 
countries, residual Asia is home to 23% of the companies, but a 
paltry 5% of the global market cap.  How many investors are there? 
The dataset refers to 77,456 unique investors. You can find out all 
this and much-much more from OECD’s publication “Owners of 
the worlds listed companies” released this October.  
 
Institutional investors hold 41% of the global market cap1, with 
close of half of it as a part of a passive strategy. The second highest 
ownership is by the state, at 14%. Corporates, strategic investors 
and families together own about 18%, with the residual being ‘free 
float’, defined as direct holdings of retail investors and institutional 
investors ‘that does not exceed the required thresholds for public 
disclosures of their holdings.’ 65% of these investors, in terms of 
market cap are in the US, 11% in UK. That since US is the deepest 
market, foreign ownership in its market is low (15%).  
 
Should who owns listed companies matter? And what are its 
implications? Three according to this study.  
 
The first is, with institutions being the dominant owners, and the 
rapid growth in passive index-based investing, the quality of 
oversight investors exercise over companies is set to change. The 
top down approach suggests that irrespective of the risk, funds 
may have no choice but to own companies. The weak oversight is 
also a consequence of the low fees the passive funds earn. While 
this is true in the aggregate there are exception. Larry Fink of 
Blackrock cited the fact that many of their funds are passive, and 

 
1 Note, that the ownership percentage is for the 10,000 largest companies that represent 90% of the global and not the 
universe of 41,000 companies. 
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consequently may end-up holding shares for a very long time, as 
being the very reason to build a team to focus on governance and 
engagement.     
 
Though not covered by the study, the growth of institutional 
investors and in this the category of passive funds, has a few other 
consequences, two of which are worth highlighting. One the power 
shift from funds and fund managers to index providers who now 
get to decide where the money should flow. The second is the 
growth of ‘smart beta’ as an investment strategy. (Smart beta is 
nothing but a set of investment strategies that emphasize the use 
of alternative index construction rules to traditional market 
capitalization-based indices).  
 
The second observation stems from state ownership as the 
government is the second largest owner. Needless to add, here too 
there are nuggets. That 56% of the public sector is owned by 
central and local governments, followed by sovereign wealth 
funds, pension funds and state-owned enterprises. Dig even 
deeper, the Peoples Republic of China accounts for ‘57% of the 
total public sector investments in global equity markets,’ which is 
estimated at US$10 trillion. (Surprisingly state ownership in 
Norway is also high at between 34-46%). More than 8% of the listed 
companies have government ownership that exceeds 50%. On this 
basis of this, the report concludes that given large government 
ownership ‘political priorities, directly or indirectly will influence 
corporate decisions.’ something that will resonate with those 
investing in the Indian market.  
 
One of the other findings is that concentrated ownership is not 
uncommon. In half the world’s corporations, the top three 
shareholders own more than 50% of the equity. While it is usually 
families or strategic investors, in US and UK it is institutional 
investors. The 10 largest institutional investors own 43% of the 
equity and in UK, 29%.  
 
The third conclusion focuses on the implication of concentrated 
ownership by institutions. The plus is that it in a sense does away 
with the agency problem that afflicts widely held companies. The 
negative is that the larger asset owners might abuse the rights of 
other smaller asset owners – although no evidence is provided to 
support this contention.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_j-jRttfV0
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The OECD team is working on the ownership structure in India and 
has some preliminary findings, but using data in public domain, we 
find that institutional ownership, by December 2018, had increased 
37.5% (- from ~22% in early 2009). This was due to the surge in 
inflows to the domestic mutual funds, the maturing of the 
insurance sector and the take-off of the national pension scheme. 
While close to the global number of 41%, this is balanced by the 
promoters/controlling shareholders holding about 50% in their 
companies. And while the relationship between asset managers 
and business owners is evolving to take into account institutional 
ownership showing clear signs of higher levels of engagement, 
regulations and market behaviour is still largely based on the 
presence of a ‘controlling shareholder’. This is what needs to 
change. 
 
 
 

  
A modified version of this comment appeared in Business Standard on 13 
December, under the title “Who owns listed companies?”  

https://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/who-owns-listed-companies-119121201410_1.html
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Disclaimer 
This document has been prepared by Institutional Investor Advisory Services India Limited (IiAS). The information contained herein is solely 
from publicly available data, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied on as such. IiAS shall not be 
in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this 
report. This document is provided for assistance only and is not intended to be and must not be taken as the basis for any voting or investment 
decision. The user assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. Each recipient of this document should make such 
investigation as it deems necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of the individual resolutions referred to in this document (including 
the merits and risks involved). The discussions or views expressed may not be suitable for all investors. The information given in this 
document is as of the date of this report and there can be no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with this information. 
This information is subject to change without any prior notice. IiAS reserves the right to make modifications and alterations to this statement 
as may be required from time to time. However, IiAS is under no obligation to update or keep the information current. Nevertheless, IiAS is 
committed to providing independent and transparent recommendation to its client and would be happy to provide any information in 
response to specific client queries. Neither IiAS nor any of its affiliates, group companies, directors, employees, agents or representatives 
shall be liable for any damages whether direct, indirect, special or consequential including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or 
in connection with the use of the information. The disclosures of interest statements incorporated in this document are provided solely to 
enhance the transparency and should not be treated as endorsement of the views expressed in the report. 
 
Confidentiality 
This information is strictly confidential and is being furnished to you solely for your information. This information should not be reproduced 
or redistributed or passed on directly or indirectly in any form to any other person or published, copied, in whole or in part, for any purpose. 
This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any 
locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or 
which would subject IiAS to any registration or licensing requirements within such jurisdiction. The distribution of this document in certain 
jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons in whose possession this document comes, should inform themselves about and observe, 
any such restrictions. The information provided in these reports remains, unless otherwise stated, the copyright of IiAS. All layout, design, 
original artwork, concepts and other Intellectual Properties, remains the property and copyright of IiAS and may not be used in any form or 
for any purpose whatsoever by any party without the express written permission of the copyright holders. 
 
IiAS Voting Guidelines 
IiAS' voting recommendations are based on a set of guiding principles, which incorporate the basic tenets of the legal framework along with 
the best practices followed by some of the better governed companies. These policies clearly list out the rationale and evaluation parameters 
which are taken into consideration while finalizing the recommendations. The detailed IiAS Voting Guidelines are available at our website. 
The draft report prepared by the analyst is referred to an internal Review and Oversight Committee (ROC), which is responsible for ensuring 
consistency in voting recommendations, alignment of recommendations to the IiAS’ voting criteria and setting and maintaining quality 
standards of IiAS’ proxy reports. Details regarding the functioning and composition of the ROC committee are available at 
https://www.iiasadvisory.com/about. In undertaking its activities, IiAS relies on information available in the public domain i.e. information 
that is available to public shareholders. However, in order to provide a more meaningful analysis, IiAS, generally seeks clarifications from the 
subject company. IiAS reserves the right to share the information provided by the subject company in its reports. Further details on IiAS policy 
on communication with subject companies are available at https://www.iiasadvisory.com/about. 
 
Analyst Certification 
The research analyst(s) for this report certify/ies that no part of his/her/their compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly related to 
specific recommendations or views expressed in this report. IiAS’ internal policies and control procedures governing the dealing and trading 
in securities by employees are available at https://www.iiasadvisory.com/about. 
 
Conflict Management 
IiAS and its research analysts may hold a nominal number of shares in the companies that IiAS covers (including the subject company), as on 
the date of this report. A list of IiAS’ shareholding in companies is available at https://www.iiasadvisory.com/about.  
 
However, IiAS, the research analyst(s) responsible for this report, and their associates or relatives, do not have actual/beneficial ownership 
of one per cent. or more securities of the subject company, at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of this 
report. A list of shareholders of IiAS as of the date of this report is available at https://www.iiasadvisory.com/about. However, the preparation 
of this report is monitored by an internal Review and Oversight Committee (ROC) of IiAS and is not subject to the control of any company to 
which such report may relate and which may be a shareholder of IiAS. 
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Other Disclosures 
IiAS is a SEBI registered research entity (proxy advisor registration number: INH000000024) dedicated to providing participants in the Indian 
market with independent opinions, research and data on corporate governance issues as well as voting recommendations on shareholder 
resolutions of about 750 listed Indian companies (https://www.iiasadvisory.com/iias-coverage-list). Our products and services include voting 
advisory reports, standardized services under the Indian Corporate Governance Scorecard, and databases (www.iiasadrian.com and 
www.iiascompayre.com). There are no significant or material orders passed against the company by any of the Regulators or 
Courts/Tribunals.  
 
IiAS further confirms that, save as otherwise set out above or disclosed on IiAS’ website (www.iias.in):   
• IiAS, the research analyst(s) responsible for this report, and their associates or relatives, do not have any financial interest in the subject 

company. 
• IiAS, the research analyst(s) responsible for this report, and their associates or relatives, do not have any other material conflict of interest 

at the time of publication of this report. 
• None of IiAS, the research analyst(s) responsible for this report, and their associates or relatives, have received any compensation from 

the subject company or any third party in the past 12 months in connection with the provision of services of products (including 
investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services or any other products and services), or managed or co-managed public 
offering of securities of the subject company.  

• The research analyst(s) responsible for this report has not served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company in the past 
twelve months. 

• None of IiAS or the research analyst(s) responsible for this report have been engaged in market making activity for the subject company. 
 
Disclosures relating to the subject companies  
IiAS as a proxy advisor provides various services including publishing reports on corporate governance and related matters. The subject 
companies have subscribed to IiAS’ services and IiAS has received remuneration from the subject companies in the past twelve months. 
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About IiAS  
Institutional Investor Advisory Services India Limited (IiAS) is an advisory 
firm, dedicated to providing participants in the Indian market with 
independent opinion, research and data on corporate governance issues as 
well as voting recommendations on shareholder resolutions for over 800 
companies. IiAS provides bespoke research, valuation advisory services and 
assists institutions in their engagement with company managements and 
their boards.  

 
In addition to voting advisory, IiAS offers two cloud based solutions -  IiAS 
ADRIAN, and comPAYre. IiAS ADRIAN captures shareholder meetings and 
voting data and provides packaged data that can be used to gain insights on 
how investors view specific issues and gain greater predictability regarding 
how they might vote. comPAYre provides users access to remuneration data 
for executive directors across S&P BSE 500 companies over a five-year 
period.  
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